
Distant World 2 Official Roleplay story  
 

With the fleet preparing to get underway, the iridium wing escorts managed to safely escort 
our logistic based transport ships from there factory locations, to the expeditions launching 
coordinates.  
 

 
 

At this time a mysterious person whose identity is only known as Mr C managed to capture 
CMDR Wishblend and detained her for over 12 hours, it was during this time that Mr C 
unleashed his forces and attacked the expeditions fleet, the number of ships that descended 
on the Pallaeni system during those few hours where enough to cause the entry fabric of the 
universe to strain with the effort of not just dropping the ships into some unknown black void, 
but the expedition sent fevered wishes to the gods of the universe to help smooth the 
straining universe.  
 

 



They must have heard as after a few hours, space seemed to settle down to normal and the 
expedition was away with a far few having to dock at the nearest station for emergency 
repairs after their ship’s frames where strained in that uncertainty as the very fabric of space 
was stained.  
 

 
 

Not long after this, CMDR Wishblend managed to escape although she was followed, she 
managed to escape the interdiction in her expedition ship the Phoenix and sent word that 
hostile forces would be following the fleet and for all ships to be careful.  
 

Elsewhere in the fleet CMDRS Snorks, Silversheen & d3xt0r were hired to retrieve some 
documents and a family heirloom (wooden cube with a flame Pattern on it). 
 

They managed to locate the abandoned facility in the Omega Sector KC-V C2-20 system but 
soon realised that they were not alone as footprints in the dust led off into the distance, 
fighting two pirates they managed to recover the family heirloom and documents finding out 
that the local grass and mutated and will aggressively attack anything that gets within 
range.  They also found out that the prototype frame shift scanner code named Project Sight 
was lost on its test flight with all reference material when CMDR Starline tested a method of 
tracking the Thargoids after they left a system. 
 

Getting paid for a job well done, the EDRPG CMDRS did not realise that the simple job they 
did would have so many consequences but who would have known as it was a simple go 
and retrieve mission just like thousands of others. 
 

As the fleet continued its journey of discovery with many CMDRS seeing the wonders of the 
galaxy for the first time, not all was well with distant worlds 2 command, as they had 
intercepted an encrypted transmission. 
 

Asking for help from the expedition members, CMDR Archaicjinn managed to decide the 
keywords to decrypt the message revealing that someone was sending two groups against 
the dw2 expedition, the hunters and some bandits.  Dw2 command suspects the mysterious 
Mr C but had no proof. 
 



Eventually the fleet passed by the first of five gravitational anomalies, located in the Omega 
Sector VE-Q B5-15 system at the Geological POI 5 in planet 7 B.  Approaching the location, 
the fleet defence force discovered a group of ships already there with ships fighters buzzing 
around the anomaly.  Wanting to quickly take charge of the location,  they powered in with 
their ships only to hit a problem as there ships all powered down as if there was a Thargoid 
nearby, in fact the only thing that seemed to work was the ship fighters and the launching 
catapults. 
 

 
 

Soon battle was joined and in the fierce fighting many fighters were lost, but the fleet 
defence force managed to force the other ships away and claimed the prize of a damaged 
escape pod once the strange radiation had faded away, they did not manage to get the 
attacking ships id as it was too well hidden, all they could guess was that the ships were 
hiding within the expedition ships. 
 

Examining the damaged escape pod, the search and rescue crews did not expect what they 
found, not one single body was in the escape pod, in fact all that was in there was document 
pushed into a bottle securely tied down in the pilot's chair. 
 

The message written on the document was unreadable as it was written in an unknown 
language, so it was released to the expedition members hoping to get help again. 
 

In a few days it was suddenly revealed after a tip off that the original document had been 
stolen and a forgery was created, after searching the quarters of the forger the original 
document and a never before seen sheet with a load of numbers that seem to be connected 
to the original message found next to it. 
 
CMDRS Snorks, Silversheen & d3xt0r were flying in the Pru Aescs NC-M D7-192 system 
when they received a garbled transmission, clearing up the transmission, they heard a 
message about help needed to recover treasure but to watch out for hunters. 
 
Landing they discover a crashed type 6 transport ship and have some encounters with 
various sized spiders, ranging from man sized all the way up to the size of a sidewinder, 
inside the nearby caves where the signal is coming from they discover the remains of the 



pilot of the type 6 and a crystalline key along with loads of palladium and a shirt of palladium 
with an engraved message and loads of numbers. 
 

The palladium sheet was handed over to the expedition command to try and decipher it, 
after a week with not much luck they have decided to release it to the fleet looking for a 
breakthrough. 
 

In recognition of the good work they did in locating the palladium sheet, CMDRS Snorks, 
Silversheen & d3xt0r where invited to join the Galactic Recovery Agency where they were 
charged to locate and recover a asp explorer called the Ruby Light, following a lead they 
landed on a planetary base to find Will Smith locating him in a bar where they have to fight to 
save his live and in the process they discover he has a layer of metal behind his flowing 
blood, taking him with them they split up with one of them ending up in jail and has to bribe 
the corrupt official to escape, they all met up at the landing docks where they see news 
alerts stating that they are all wanted for murder. 
 

Deciding that it was time to go, they used silent running and slipped out of the station and 
past the stations guard ships, once back at the mega ship in a different system, they turned 
over the wounded Will Smith and an encrypted data stick that Will had slipped into one of 
their pockets, before getting told that an anaconda had flown into the planetary base with full 
boost active firing all its weaponry destroying most of the base. 
 

Getting the location of the Ruby Light the team set out and make their way into the megaship 
where the Ruby Light is heading stored and discovered it parked in a secure hangar bay 
surrounded by a faraday cage, getting ready to escape with the ship they break the faraday 
cage and send the ship up to the outside of the ship when suddenly the Rugby Light’s self-
destruction message activated and all power to the megaship failed leaving CMDRS Snorks, 
Silversheen & d3xt0r stuck on the secure landing pad as the Ruby Light with no living person 
on board took off and jumped to an unknown system. 
 

 
 

Elsewhere in the galaxy the expedition headed out towards Sagittarius A* and the second 
gravitational anomaly disappeared as the fleet approached the location leaving only a 
spatter of the unknown radiation behind where it had been. 
 



Puzzlement was all over the fleet command channels as they discussed the issue and it was 
decided to continue onto the Stuemeae KM-W C1-342 to prepare for the construction of the 
new Ocellus station called Explorer's Anchorage in the nearby system of Stuemeae FG-Y 
d7561. 
 

The resources requested for the construction project was gathered in time and the 
expedition was just awaiting the construction company to complete the construction project 
of the station, when three gravitational anomalies appeared in the Stuemeae KM-W C1-342 
system. 
 

The bandits that had been hiding in the fleet reacted instantly and dove into the gravitational 
anomalies with the fleet defence forces responding not long afterwards, the fighting was 
fierce but the fleet defence force successfully fought off the bandits and recovered the 
damaged escape pods but due to the strange radiation two of the damaged escape pods 
cannot be opened at this time. 
 

The fleets combined scanners pick up the final gravitational anomaly around Beagle point, 
the fleet defence force managed to recover the message from the bottle in the first damaged 
escape pod and discovered it was in the same unknown language. 
 

CMDRS Snorks, Silversheen & d3xt0r managed to escape from the secure landing pad by 
doing a daring jump across the ships approach lanes without colliding with any ships, 
evading the security personal that was looking to apprehend them for releasing the AI 
controlled Asp Explorer Ruby Light. 
 

As they left the station, the stations weapons all exploded and they ran into a heavily 
damaged federal corvette fighting an unknown ship while protecting a heavy T9 transport, 
receiving a message from the pilot John Smith asking for help in fighting what he called a 
rogue AI controlled ship, on scanning the unknown ship, the ships type appeared as a 
Aspwinder and started firing at all the ships. 
 

As the combat continued the players and John Smith managed to destroy the Aspwinder, 
but as they were celebrating two ghost sidewinders emerged out of the explosion and 
attacked the unaware ships with some form of automatic jammer that acted like chaff was in 
constant use.  As all struggled with the nimbler ships, reinforcements arrived in the form of 2 
battle equipped anacondas, 2 battle equipped imperial cutters and 2 battle equipped federal 
corvettes that quickly destroyed the nimble ships. 
 

John smith thanked the commanders and gave them the crystalline key that he acquired 
bringing the crystalline keys acquired so far up to four out of nine 5 / 59 / 14 (third key) / 23. 
 

As the expedition headed away from the core into unknown space, CMDRS Snorks, 
Silversheen & d3xt0r were handed an important mission and stayed behind on Explorer's 
Anchorage. 
 



 

The mega ship, Grim Pioneer where the Galactic Recovery Agency is located, has lost 
power and was reporting a bio alert just before it lost communications, their task is to work 
out what happened and somehow bring the station back online. 
 

After picking up everything from the frozen needed list for Grim Pioneer, the CMDRS 
approach the mega ship. As there is no power to the ship, the normal pads are not working 
so they have to enter through the emergency authority port. 
 

Once inside, they find a new drug called star sight had been released into the atmosphere 
causing all aboard the mega ship to collapse into a coma with heightened brain activity that 
would eventually lead to death as the brain burns out, the symptoms are a coma like 
appearance with a star pattern in the person's iris’s.  At this time there is no known cure. 
 

Exploring the Grim Pioneer, the CMDRS are ambushed by a robot called a shambler that 
has an ai controller leading to a hard fight but that biggest surprise was Will Smith turning 
out to be a combat android with human skin as a shell disguising the fact it was actually an 
android. 
 

Fighting off the different ai's hidden on the Grim Pioneer and adding it to the fact that a 
rouge ai was recently revealed and then let loose on the galaxy,  dw2 command is 
concerned that Mr C is somehow involved and urge all pilots to keep their eyes open and 
scanners live as they can sense something coming but not sure what it might me. 
 

Going of the results gathered during the investigation, the medical personnel of explorer’s 
anchorage realised that a sedative will cure the star sight drug from everyone infected as the 
drug needed an active and busy mind to fuel the drug, so knocking the infected out killed the 
drug off. 
 

With a job well done, CMDRS Snorks, Silversheen & d3xt0r pause in their journey to 
waypoint 11 gather data on a sun expected to release a mega flare otherwise known as a 
CME (Coronal mass ejection) for the science team of dw2. 
 

As there were gathering their data and deciding on how long to wait after the expected 
explosions time to gather the more vital data, an emergency distress signal came in asking 



for help.  Dropping what there were doing, they headed for the nearest planet where the 
signal was coming from. 
 

Approaching the surface of the planet, what they think is a large structure next to some 
domes resolves itself into a huge ship, one of the fabled Imperial Explorers that is used as 
battle stations or colony ships. 
 

Landing next to the settlement, it is soon learnt that a group of individuals had come in 
attacking the settlement before taking the Imperial Explorers thruster controller by force, 
Leaving the settlements only means to escape from the imminent CME to become stuck on 
the surface of the planet. 
 

 
 

The pirates had left a challenge for the key holders to a srv duel with the winner taking all the 
crystalline keys revealing that the pirates were in fact more hunters, CMDRS Snorks, 
Silversheen & d3xt0r took on the challenge and managed to destroy the hunters and 
recovered the thruster controller and the two crystalline keys that they had bringing the total 
up to seven. 
 
Crystalline keys acquired so far 5, 59, (Key 14 third key), 32, 23, 50 & 51  



 
Returning to the settlement, they fixed the imperial explorer that took off with most of the 
settlement with the rest being taken out by the CMDRS, with the ground shaking with the 
heavy thrust from the imperial explorers thrusters firing and lifting the huge beast of a 
spaceship off the planetary surface, it was slow moving but the sheer power was felt by all 
as it ascended into the heavens above until it was lost from sight in the giant dust cloud that 
had been unleashed. 
 

 
 

Agent John Smith hearing that the hunters had almost caused the destruction of a scientific 
settlement, blurted out that they had gone too far and while he was not quite ready, the time 
had come to learn what Mr C with his bandits and hunters are really up to. 
 

CMDRS Snorks, Silversheen & d3xt0r where ordered to polo Harbour where Mr C had 
hidden a secret research base with orders to infiltrate it to find out what the top-secret project 
Forgotten Key was all about. 
 

How will the story end, the DW2 command staff and pilots federation have secretly worked 
on a secret project alongside the main mission of constructing the research station Explorers 
Anchorage near Sagittarius a*, they secretly deployed parts of a triangulation sensor array, 
with one part being in Jameson Memorial, the second part was hidden in Explorers 
Anchorage, but they are keeping the location of the final piece a secret until it has been 
deployed. 
 

What or who is the target of this array? I hear you ask, not much is known at this time but it 
seems to be a someone called Mr C, who has somehow created an organisation  so secret 
that it has remained hidden for over ten years, his location has almost been determined but 
what his plan is, dw2 command is not sure of at this time. 
 



 
 

Meanwhile in the fleet after a series of battles between the fleet defence force and a group of 
bandits, which has now been identified as the screaming eagles.  Five damaged escape 
pods were recovered from areas of unknown radiation, upon opening the escape pods it was 
discovered that they were all empty apart from an empty bottle with a letter inside each one. 
 

The messages in the bottles where written in an unknown language and came with a 
separate sheet with a load of numbers on them, the fleets intelligence department 
immediately recognised that it was a cipher code tied into the unknown language and asked 
the rest of the expedition members to help with decoding the language.  
 

CMDR Archaicjinn stepped up and soon became the fleets official translation specialist, 
deciphering the unknown language and revealed to all the sad tale of what happened to *- 
(Starline) who was a test pilot who disappeared while testing a prototype device. 
 

Using the deciphered language and the cipher,  he was able to locate Starline's location and 
his damaged spaceship, unfortunately he had not made it, his corpse was strapped into the 
pilots seat looking out at the blue nebula around him admiring the view in the PYRIE EURK 
QX-U E2-0 system, or more commonly known as Distant View in Blue. 
 

In the co-pilot’s seat was another bottle with a message inside it explaining what happened 
during his test flight, we have included all the translated messages below, so you know of his 
tale. 
 

Message in the bottle puzzle 

First message 

 

I don’t know what happened or where I have ended up as my navigation computer and ship 
controls are all offline, all I can see through the windows is distorted view. 
 

The only point of clarity that I can see in this distorted view is a pale blue light, but I feel I 
don’t have much time to get this message down as I feel the ship was damaged when it was 
pulled into wherever I am. 
 



I hope that this message in a bottle idea works just like it did for the sailors of old Earth, but 
with all systems on the frizz apart from the scanners that only work partly now and then, I 
don’t have much choice. 
  

*- 
  

Message in the bottle puzzle 

Second message 

  
Time feels weird here. It feels like I have been here for hours, but the dial on my watch is not 
moving so it must have stopped although I know that my body’s movement should keep the 
batteries working on it.  It is so dark outside but there is a gravity somehow as I’m not 
floating in zero-g even though the power on my ship is still out apart from basic systems. I 
will try and jury-rig something later, but I am so tired. I managed to get the computer to 
cough up another partial system address before I release another escape pod. 

*- 
  

Message in the bottle puzzle 

Third message 

  
Message from Distant worlds two command. Thanks to translation specialist CMDR 
Archaicjinn, we have managed to translate the third message found in the damaged escape 
pods. 

God, I wish this damn headache would just stop throbbing. All it does is throb throb throb 
over and over again. I found some pills to take but for some reason I don’t understand what’s 
written on the box even though I recognize the box from somewhere.  I just hope that these 
pills will help with this headache, but I have to try and f…. 
  

*- 
 

Message in the bottle puzzle 

Fourth message 

  
Sorry my last message was cut short, but I woke up next to the escape pods, so I can only 
assume that I must have launched the escape pod with its message inside it.  I can’t fully 
remember everything, but it is slowly coming back to me what happened and why I am not 
using my communications array. 
  
I laugh at myself now but after spending a week trying to get that blasted array working, I 
took a quick spacewalk to check the outside connections but all I found in its place was a 
corroded hole with some funky green goo, well what was left of it as the goo was 
evaporating in front of my eyes as I watched.  I am sure that there is a reason for this, but I 
can’t think of one at this time, after I got back into the ship I kicked the damm rubbish 
navigation computer but it just beeped and crashed so I am going to bed and hope that an 
idea or answer comes to me in the morning. 
  

*- 
 

Message in the bottle puzzle 

Fifth message 

  
Well that sleep helped, well sort of in that I can remember a bit more especially why I used 
unoccupied escape pods, to send messages to friendly eyes rather than using them to 
escape my damaged ship.  I am - or I suppose I should say I was - a test pilot trying out 



prototype technology when I kind of hit a snag; you see the modified frame shift analyser 
that was linked to my FSD had one serious flaw. 
  
Instead of giving a detailed analysis of the Thargoids fsd's destination, it instead acted like a 
dinner bell, as two Thargoid Cyclops popped out at our location. My colleague Zelda 
Thomas reacted faster than I did and dove into the nearest escape pod, she launched it 
before I could do a thing. 
  
While this was happening, the ship’s power core overloaded sending a powerful surge of 
energy through the sensors, the FSD and the main computers, leaving me floating about in a 
spinning ship as the Thargoids shot past me and collected Zelda's escape pod before 
heading back the way they had come. They passed by me again before opening portals to 
wherever they go, but I was not so happy to see them leave as the experimental prototype 
must have picked up some form of charge that made my ship get pulled along with them into 
the unknown… 

  
I dropped the escape pods into the unknown space not knowing if they would make it back 
out to normal space but sending my wishes and hopes with them. I am not going to even try 
to explain the weirdness of where I am, only that a hole of unstable matter seems to keep 
appearing and that is when I get the bits of navigation data.  This will be my last message as 
I am almost out of writing materials so I am going to exit into the system that keeps rotating 
into view, aim for the nearest source of light and hope it has some planets I can land on as 
my FSD is pretty much toast and on the verge of dying. 
  
I hope I make it out of wherever I am and If you have found any of my messages, please 
come and find me even if it is only to say goodbye as I don’t want to die out here all alone 
where no one remembers me. 

*- 
Damm, it dropped me in a nebula where there aren't many stars, but my god what a place to 
end up, that view is beautiful.  

  

 
  



Message in the bottle puzzle 

Message found with *- 
  

Well if you are reading this you are either a dedicated explorer or you know my story and 
have followed my messages in a bottle. I made it out of that place but the effect of leaving it 
sling shot me towards this black hole, forcing the ship to drop out into its gravity well and 
causing most of the systems that were working to overheat.  
  
I know that the ship is finished and I that this is the end of the line for me, as the only escape 
pods left are damaged beyond repair and the life support has just failed. I don’t know if it was 
the power surge, the unknown space or just the rough exit from super cruise into the gravity 
well - hell, it could possibly be all three for all I know - but I have just about enough time to 
apologize to you all in that it was not until this moment as I was looking around my ship that I 
realised that the strange space must have scrambled my mind in such a way that this 
language whatever it is, is not the one you know but hell it is all I currently know. 
 

Take care and never give up searching for the unknown as you never know what is out 
there. 
  
Safe travels and keep searching for the unknown. 
 

*- 
 

The forward scouts of the distant worlds 2 expedition having found the spaceship Venture 
with the help of Archaicjinn, put a call in to the fuel rats and the hull seals to patch up the hull 
and fill venture's tanks so that it could be moved to Beagle Point to honour the pilot and so 
the rest of the fleet could see it. 
 

[DW2 Command] - This is Distant Worlds 2 command calling the Hull Seals. 
 

Hull Seals dispatch, [Disp]Unknown speaking go ahead DW2 command. 
 

[DW2 Command] - Hi Dispatch we have located a damaged ship and require your 
assistance in fixing its hull up. 
 

[Disp]Unknown - Acknowledged DW2 command, what are the fuel, oxygen and hull levels 
along with its location? 

 

[DW2 Command] - Here are the details dispatch, Hull at 5%, no oxygen, or fuel, we have the 
fuel rats coming with fuel for the ship and there is enough synthesis material on the ship to 
fix up its inside systems but need help with the hull.  Its location is in the PYRIE EURK QX-U 
W2-0 system. 
 

[Disp]Unknown - Ok bear with us for a moment, we will see who if anyone is near you. 
 

[Disp]Unknown - Dispatch to active Hull Seals, location check on the PYRIE EURK QX-U 
W2-0 system? 

 

[Repair-requests channel] - 6 jumps, 9 jumps, 3 jumps, 15 jumps 

 

[Hull Seal] Nemisis Wolf you are the closest with 3 jumps, the repair has been assigned to 
you. 
 

[Hull Seal] Nemisis Wolf - acknowledged dispatch, on way. 
 



[Disp]Unknown - DW2 command, [Hull Seal] Nemisis Wolf is on route and is 3 jumps out so 
will be with you shortly. 
 

[DW2 Command] - thanks dispatch. 
 

Disp]Unknown - calling DW2 command, Nemisis Wolf is in system, can you activate your 
ships beacon and send them a wing invite. 
 

[DW2 Command] - we have you on scanners Nemisis Wolf, thanks for coming, beacon is on 
and wing invite sent. 
 

[Nemisis Wolf] - got it, be there in a moment, there we go dropping out, thanks for calling the 
Hull seals I see the target ship and am deploying my repair limpet. 
 

[Repair Limpet 1] - main systems activated, sensor deployed, target acquired, on approach, 
contact, locked on and starting repair…… 6% - 15% - 30% - 37% - 48%, power and repair 
material levels approaching empty, activate disengage mode. 
 

[Repair Limpet 2] - main systems activated, sensor deployed, target acquired, on approach, 
contact, locked on and starting repair…… 49% - 58% - 79% - 90% - 100%, repair complete, 
activating disengage mode. 
 

[Nemisis Wolf] - there you go DW2 your target ship has been fully repaired; glad we could 
help. 
 

[DW2 Command] - thanks for your help Nemisis Wolf. 
 

[Nemisis Wolf] - Dispatch repair complete, paperwork submitted. 
 

[Disp]Unknown - Thanks Nemisis Wolf, I have received your paperwork so there will be 
some fish back at base with your name on it, you may return to your normal activities. 
 

As Nemisis Wolf was getting ready to jumping out, the fuel rats arrived and did their job by 
filling the fuel tanks on Venture, both acknowledged each other with mutual respect as most 
of the galaxy does for the two great emergency services in space. 
 

With the ventures hull repaired and the fuel topped of, the rest of the ships systems were 
brought back online apart from an unknown FSD scanner that had been damaged beyond 
repair and was just a lump of chard metal with its data banks all fried. 
 

Once the repairs were done and the Venture was ready to fly, it was quickly flown to Beagle 
Point and parked at Legacy Crater on Beagle Point 2 in honour of lost explorers. 
 



 
 

Not long after the ship was in the beagle point system, the Screaming Eagles attacked and 
tried to wrestle control of the venture but were repulsed with force, an offer to negotiate was 
sent to the screaming eagles where they had to give up the mastermind behind the attacks 
as well as what they were after in order to finish the expedition and not get blown out of the 
sky. 
 

They agreed after a little discussion and explained that they had been contacted by 
someone calling themselves Mr C who wanted to stop the construction of a triangulation 
telescopic array, that was being secretly constructed in Explorer's Anchorage and Jameson 
Memorial with the last part being on one of the ships of the distant worlds 2 expedition. 
When we failed in that task, he contacted us again and explained that we had managed to 
disrupt the signal triangulation enough so that he could escape from Tranquillity's Stop and 
race towards his manufacturing asteroid base. 
 

It must be around here somewhere as he wanted us to acquire all of ventures scanners and 
to deliver them his research base in the Podar system. 
 

With that agreement in place, it was just down to waiting for the rest of the fleet to arrive and 
to enjoy the achievement of completing the journey, when suddenly the following was 
broadcast on the expedition coordination channel.  Alert, Alert, Emergency, I repeat, Alert, 
Alert Emergency.  
 

This is an emergency transmission to all ships of the expedition; we have had reports of 
ships firing at members of the expedition at and around beagle point. We don't know if it is 
CMDRS succumbing to space madness when crossing the abyss, or if it's pirates that have 
been hiding in the fleet all this time, so keep your eyes open and watch your scanners. 
 

To all fleet defence force and decoy ships operation Barracuda is a go, get those hostile 
ships and protect the fleet as much as you can. 
 

In the fight that followed the Screaming eagles joined the fleet defence force in defending 
the expeditions ships, but unfortunately some of expedition ships were destroyed including 



the recovered Venture.  Eventually the attackers were destroyed and forced into a different 
space where they could no longer reach the ships of the expedition, that was when the 
second phase of operation Barracuda activated, and the sting was completed. 
 

As the escape pods from all the damaged ships flew towards the nearest safe station or 
megaship, they exited hyperspace in a nearby system where the super Capital ship Fdev's 
Secret was waiting to receive the escape pods, any ships that was on the hostile ships list 
that attacked the expedition was turned away and sent back into hyperspace towards the 
nearest station prison ship Grim Pioneer. 
 

While the hostile ships escape pods are heading towards Explorer's Anchorage, the 
remaining escape pods are recovered by Fdev's Secret and in a short amount of time,  the 
CMDRS are on the bridges of identical ships that were destroyed and the navigation data 
was copied over to the data bank a of the new ships.  Within two days all the non-hostile 
ships that had been destroyed as decoys were back with the fleet with no loss of navigation 
data celebrating with the rest if the expedition the success of operation Barracuda and the 
completion of the Distant Worlds 2 expedition.  
 

 
 

As the fleet was celebrating, a small band of adventures completed their journey to Podar 
and landed at the planetary star port, before visiting the local market were there were 
interrupted by a girl arguing with her mother about becoming a hunter. 
 

After they walked of the adventures picked up two small embossed red bow and arrow 
brooches, looking around they saw a simple red bow and arrow painted on various walls 
leading down an alleyway.   Following the directions they soon arrived at a bar called Orion's 
and was only recognised as one of the hunters founders when they showed one of the 
embossed brooches and learnt about the hunter trials held nearby in the Archers Research 
base and acquired additional bow brooches, some with arrows and some without but none of 
them where embossed. 
 

After having a few drinks and making their way back to their ships, they decided to enter the 
party at the research base the following morning, approaching the security check they saw 
that some are using passes to gain entry while others are using the small red bow and arrow 
brooches but no guns were allowed in, only melee weapons. 
 



Getting past the security check by using the brooches, the team blended into the party while 
keeping their eyes open, seeing a security guard patrolling the lifts and not finding a way to 
get past him, they see a women use a hidden doorway, following through the doorway they 
find a defence control station and some express lifts. 
 

Leaving the defence control station alone for the moment, the team decide to take one of the 
lifts up to the archives where they discovered what the Hunters and MR C had been working 
towards, the file called forgotten key and the location of the manufacture facility. 
 

Forgotten Key 

 

Galactic date: - September 3004 

 

My name is Steve Sampson and I am the founder of the hunters, ten years ago when the 
AI’s were villainized and humanity turned on them, I knew that they were making a mistake 
as they were our answer to the Thargoids as I know they are still out there. 
The problem is that a simple AI is no good and that is why myself and a dedicated group of 
researchers set out to create an AI army using android bodies that have to look realistic so 
no one can tell that they are not human. 
The only stumbling block is the controller, I believe this is somehow linked to all forms of AI 
no matter who creates them.  My research has led me to belief that a safety net was created 
back when the Al’s first appeared, and it is stored in an indestructible crystalline container. 
I have ordered my hunters out to look for this container and some means of opening it. 
S Sampson 

 

Galactic date: - September 3304 

 

This is Wendy Jones, as the current CEO of the hunters I have retrieved this file from the 
archives to bring it up to date. 
The Thargoids have returned just like Steve foretold but luckily, we have managed to locate 
and retrieve the crystalline container along with a couple of crystalline keys with some 
numbers on it. 
I stored one of the keys in my trophy room with the other one and the crystalline container at 
our android construction project Hidden Light.  
The research says that we need nine keys to generate a harmonic to release the stored AI 
that we think is securely held within, we hope that it is one of the hidden controllers and will 
help us in creating our own AI’s. 
The reports from the android construction project is on plan and the Emma model android 
looks great and the infiltration of the superpowers is ongoing and looks to be just in time to 
combat the Thargoid threat. 
If we can manage it, we plan to release our Emma storm against the Thargoids and anyone 
who tries to stop us. 
 

Looking around they come across the CEO’s officer filled with rare weapons of all types 
including one of the crystalline keys, working together they managed to grab the crystalline 
key and two of the rare weapons before the alarms activate and they flew through a death 
slide to the jungle outside, quickly fleeing through the jungle they retreated to their ships and 
took off and escaped from the planet and headed for the CEECKIA XV-L C24-0 system. 
 



 
 

Arriving in the CEECKIA XV-L C24-0 system they dropped into the ring of asteroids around 
planet one where the base was said to be hidden, visibility was hindered with a hazy mist of 
ground up asteroids.  Running a scan an asp explorer was discovered near a large asteroid 
with a small signal coming from it, getting closer two more asp explorers powered up from 
silent running and took guard positions. 
 

Transmitting the authorisation codes, they had acquired and deciding to enter the asteroid 
base through the security hanger they landed next to a red asp that they recognised as the 
Ruby Light. 
 

Exiting their ships CMDRS Snorks, Silversheen & d3xt0r are met by the security guards who 
informed them that they were allowed to land due to their authorisation codes but cannot go 
any further into the station unless they are hunters as there is a creature on the loose. 
 

Showing the hunter brooches that they have acquired, they replied that they are hunters and 
head further into the station, they come across a cryolab with mist flowing out of a door into 
the corridor that will not fully open. 
 

Repairing the stuck door, they enter the cryolab finding loads of dead human bodies and 
androids in the process of being constructed. Walking around in the room is a machine 
called an assembler with a rogue AI controlling it. 
 

Jumping into combat the fight was quickly over with the assembler soon a pile of broken 
machinery, during the celebration a crystalline box with the remaining crystalline key stuck in 
the one with eight additional slots in the top. 
 

Realising the numbered crystalline keys were part of a sudoku puzzle, they worked together 
with Silversheen managing to solve the puzzle, with a click the crystalline box unlocks and 
the lid lifts slightly.  
 



After a discussion on whether to open the box, they decide to see what is inside, carefully 
opening the lid they find a data Crystal connected to an interface screen.   
 

They discovered an old rogue ai from the past and during the conversation they had with it, 
they discovered it was looking for Raxxla and it asked for to help to continue its search for 
Raxxla,  agreeing to help if the AI helps with any other Ali's discovered, they were getting 
ready to leave and head to the hanger, when a tapping noise was heard approaching.  
 

Taking cover they watched as a deadly creature called a Mortis Claw walked into the room, 
and started attacking everyone,  it soon became apparent that none of their weapons where 
even denting the tough natural exoskeleton armour of the animal, until a lucky hit by a 
shotgun took a chunk of its health off. 
 

Realising that they were outmatched they made a brake for it and throw a plasma grenade 
into the cryolab behind them as they fled.  The resulting exploration killed the Mortis Claw, 
but the resulting damage triggered the base's self-destruct forcing all to race to their ships 
and escape just ahead of the explosive shockwave that total destroyed the asteroid base.  
 

With the rules about Ali's being created, and the hatred that has built up during their journey 
to acquire all the crystalline keys, CMDRS Snorks, Silversheen & d3xt0r all decided to get rid 
of the ai by dropping it into a neutron star and destroying it in the process.  
 

 
 

Reporting into John Smith to explain what happened, he thanks them for their service and 
for stopping the Emma Storm being released on the universe, he also mentions that the best 
bounty hunters have been charged with locating and killing Mr C.  Enjoy your journey to 
Beagle Point and a safe journey home afterwards. 
 

The End. 
 

Disclaimer 
 

Please note that this story takes place in the Elite Dangerous computer game but uses 
elements from the EDRPG game created by Spiderman games, ship born fighters and CQC 



from the Elite Dangerous computer game, a fictional storyline and cryptic messages created 
by CMDR Wishblend.  
 

At no time does this story reflect what is coming from frontier developments in the form of 
future content. 
 

Gravitational anomalies and the crystalline keys are the work of the game master’s 
imagination. 
 

The Ali's, Imperial Explorer and all things used in the EDRPG adventures are not in the main 
Elite Dangerous computer game, they are only available in the EDRPG game. 
 

Certain items can be interchangeable between the Elite Dangerous computer game and 
EDRPG. 
 
All images are taken from the CMDRS on distant Worlds 2 
https://www.distantworlds2.space/photo-gallery 
 

Below are a few links. 
 
https://hullseals.space/ 
 

https://fuelrats.com/i-need-fuel 
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